Residents of Grace were informed of the conversion yesterday by O’Hara via letter. Specific plans for the construction of the new halls—as well as the conversion of Grace and the Main building—will be considered at the University’s Board of Trustees upcoming May 5-6 meeting. Benefactors of Notre Dame have donated funds for the new halls and a number of sites are currently under consideration, all of which fall in the South Quad area, said O’Hara. The multi-step plan is in the early stages, she added.

The University is expected to break ground for the two 275-resident residence halls next spring. The decision to build the halls stems from the recent conversion of intermediate male dorms to female dorms—a conversion which was done to accommodate the incremental increase in female students during the past 20 years. As a result of these conversions, the Office of Student Affairs became concerned that men were disproportionately concentrated in large residence halls, said O’Hara. The addition of the two new halls will result in a better configuration of men’s halls on campus, she added.

“The design was chosen in an effort to maintain family and a community atmosphere,” said Dennis Brown, assistant director of Notre Dame public relations and information.

The origin of the plan developed from the University’s need to renovate the Main Building within the next five years. Although the building has been under constant refurbishing, it has not had a major renovation in its 115 year existence. Such renovation is needed to make it accessible to people with physical disabilities and planned changes include the addition of an elevator.

“The building is not unsafe, but should be improved from a structural standpoint,” said Brown. “It is also needed to improve the character of the building.”

Neither the estimated costs of the new residence halls nor those of the renovation were available.

There is currently a shortage of available office space on campus and as the renovations will cut back on the actual amount of space available in the building, it is necessary that Grace permanently remain an administrative building.

The tower is expected to permanently house the University’s purchasing and accounting offices, among others. It is convenient for these offices to be located on the edge of campus in order to be accessible to outside vendors, said Brown. Offices like those of the President of the University, Admissions, Financial Aid and Student Affairs will return to the Main building upon renovation.

Grace Hall was constructed in 1961 with a gift from J. Peter Grace, former member of the University Board of Trustees.

## Two professors awarded NASA research grants

By JOHN CONNORTON

News Writer

To better study the effects of microgravity, Arvind Varma, Schmitt professor of chemical engineering, Paul McGinn, associate professor of electrical engineering, and David Leighton, associate professor of chemical engineering were awarded research grants totaling $100,000.

Varma and McGinn are cooperating on a project entitled "Gasless Combustion Synthesis from Elements Under Microgravity: A Study of Structure-Formation Processes." The two plan on studying the effects of microgravity on reactions between solids to produce new materials.

Varma explained that in combustion synthesis, one of the materials melts and spreads around the other reactant. This spreading is effected by gravity, and therefore microgravity experiments will better determine the outcome of such reactions.

Varma will be the principal investigator of the grant, the person who directs the research, because of his previous long term research in the field. McGinn will bring his materials processing background to his position as co-investigator. "McGinn has a certain expertise which has been a great asset to the past research. He and I hope their newest effort will be just as successful."

Although their principal research will be done here on campus, Varma and McGinn will travel to Cleveland, Ohio to take advantage of Lewis research facility in the suburbs outside of the city. There, they will have at their disposal deep-tubes, drop-towers, aircraft that fly parabolic trajectories and sounding rockets, all facilities and equipment which can provide several seconds of reduced gravity.

Varma and McGinn’s research will prove of great benefit to NASA if things proceed as planned.

"NASA hopes to conduct material processing in its space station at some point. With microgravity experiments, there are a lot of things you can do better than you ever could on Earth," McGinn explained.

In a separate project, McGinn will seek to determine whether processing in the absence of gravity will alleviate segregation of precipitates in high-temperature superconductors. Leighton’s project, "Oscillatory Cross-Flow Electrophoresis: Application to Production Scale-colleges and universities across the U.S. and abroad—Rakow is a well respected authority on campus crime."

Accompanied by a panel featuring Secretary of Education Richard Riley and president of Catholic University Patrick Ellis, Rakow, who has been at Notre Dame for 14 years, discussed the safety of college campuses, what is being done to alleviate the problem of violent campus crime, and whether or not colleges and universities attempt to cover up violent incidents to avoid negative publicity.

The panel also included two families who lost children to campus crime: Howard and Connie Cleary lost their daughter Jeanne to campus violence in 1986 when she was raped, sodomized and strangled to death as a student at Lehigh University. Howard and Connie Cleary lost their daughter Jeanne to campus violence in 1986 when she was raped, sodomized and strangled to death as a student at Lehigh University. The incident prompted the Clearys to initiate an effort to force campuses to reveal crime statistics. These efforts have materialized in Campus Security, Inc., a program which has been instrumental in passing three federal laws and 18 state laws requiring campuses to report violent crime statistics.

Although campuses are not free from crime, Rakow said, it is not a problem that has gotten out of hand. "Certainly there is crime on campus. Crime does get into the campus environment, but I wouldn’t describe it as rampant," said Rakow.

"Violent crime is 13 percent of all crime nationally, but only 3 percent on campuses. Campus is actually a safer environment," he added.

But Kathy Booth and Kerdene DePriest disagreed with Rakow’s assertion.

While Booth instituted a student run campus escort system at Wesleyan following the attack of a friend, DePriest’s son was murdered by former students and acquaintances of his roommate. Both Booth and DePriest agreed that more needs to be done about campus security for students living both on and off campus.
Israel’s Rabin ready to uproot Golan settlements

JERUSALEM

Israel is willing to uproot Jewish settlements in the Golan Heights to achieve peace with Syria, Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin said Thursday.

“Fore me, peace is a more important value for the future of Israel’s security than one group of settlements or another,” Rabin told leaders of Israel’s kibbutz movement, some of whom heckled him.

Rabin’s statement, his most clear-cut on the subject, responds to a key Syrian demand. It is in advance of Secretary of State Warren Christopher’s Middle East visit next week that is expected to focus on breaking the Syria-Israel impasse in negotiations.

The statement dispelled some of the doubts about Rabin’s willingness to cut the Golan piece of land back at a time when public support for peace making with the PLO was sagging because of suicide bombings and attacks on civilians.

The PLO-Israel talks, however, have made progress. While some disputes remain, a Palestinian self-rule program in Gaza and Jericho, an agreement was reached Wednesday in Cairo on transferring power to the Palestinians.

Rabin’s Golan speech drew plaudits from Palestinians, who have been demanding Israeli dismantle settlements in the West Bank and Gaza Strip. It was seen as a sign that the government is committed to achieving a peace agreement.

For the sake of peace at any price with the Syrians, the prime minister is likely to bring about a split in the Israeli society, and it is doubtful it can be mendable,” Yossi Gal, chairman of the settlers’ group.

Not me. I realize that Bookstore is a great thing, the commissioners put in an incredible amount of hard work, and there are plenty of uplifting, “hoosier-like” stories of players defeating ranked teams through their pure grit and determination. But since coming to Notre Dame, I’ve started viewing Bookstore (and all the conversations associated with it) with a critical eye, seeing it as a reminder of how difficult it is being extremely unathletic on the court.

The “unathletic” label was slapped on me very early in childhood. I will unabashedly admit I was that little player who was always picked last for games. On my T-Ball team, everyone started out being catchers—a position with about as much prestige as a Florida State diploma. In gym class, I fumbled so many softball balls that I almost expect my teachers to mention that I might want to try a different sport in high school. Thus began four years of panicking across country and track. Since running doesn’t require much in the way of hand-eye coordination, with the exception of routinely getting lost on the cross-country courses, I fared a little better.

So it was with this somewhat depressing history, I still love sports. I love watching sports, I love reading about sports, I love talking about sports. But for some reason, Bookstore just doesn’t do it for me, and not simply because I imagine myself playing sportscaster or writing about athletics. Maybe it’s the sinking feeling I get while watching a game and realizing that that incredible dunk in my ecology class is a better ballplayer than I’ll ever be. Maybe it’s the burning desire—which will remain unfulfilled—to kick some serious butt on the sports teams. Maybe it’s accepting that I’ll never make the game-winning shot in a Bookstore final game. However the case, it’s not for lack of trying that I haven’t been able to get over my Bookstore phobia. I asked some friends if they wanted to play with me this year, but they all came up with some lame excuses about being busy the entire month of April.

Passing up a chance to have me on their Bookstore team? I just can’t understand why.

The views expressed in the Inside Columns are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.

World at a Glance

South: Rain likely
Northeast: Rain likely
Southeast: Showers today, rain tonight
West: Rain likely
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Stricken Nixon lapses into coma

NEW YORK

Richard Nixon fell into a deep coma Thursday, two days after suffering a major stroke, and doctors said the former president’s condition appeared to be life-threatening. Nixon’s family was at his side as his condition deteriorated, according to a statement from New York Hospital, where he was brought after suffering the stroke Monday night.

The hospital said doctors and Nixon’s doctors and aides declined to discuss his treatment or condition in detail. But other doctors said the coma sharply reduced Nixon’s chances of recovery and virtually guaranteed he would never recover his formidable powers of expression. Nixon, 76, was paralyzed on the right side and unable to speak even before he slipped into the coma.

Seventh grader shot, killed in class

NASHVILLE

A seventh-grader was shot and killed in a darkened classroom Thursday while waiting for his friends to arrive before the start of class. The shooting, which occurred in a case that has drawn wide attention in recent years, occurred at Shu Shu Chi Ho, 16, came a day after lawyers for 16-year-old Michael P. Fay of Kettering, Ohio, submitted a final appeal for his conviction to be suspended. Fay pleaded guilty last month to two charges of vandalism, each of which carries a mandatory sentence of three lashes of a rattan cane on the bare buttocks. Shu, who pleaded innocent, was convicted of four charges of vandalism. He was also sentenced to eight months in prison.
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Museum method of reflection

By KAREN DUBAY

This is the last generation to ever hear the voices of the survivors of the Holocaust and live in the presence of those who were there, according to Michael Berenbaum, director of the U.S. Holocaust Research Institute at the Holocaust Museum in Washington, D.C. In his lecture last night entitled, "The Holocaust and Its Remembrance," Berenbaum focused on the origins and contents of the national museum.

"We must use the United States Holocaust Museum as a way to reflect on the event and its recollections, especially those recollections in the United States," he said.

While most museums strive to "show you what they own, this museum attempts to tell you a story." Each of the three floors represents a specific time period during the Holocaust. The bridges and narrow hallways help to allow the visitors to enter into the experience.

According to Berenbaum, the exhibits attempt to "counteract the vast dehumanization that occurs by offering a sense that the victims were people like you, like me."

The museum effectively does this by not portraying Jews simply as victims. Each visitor is given a card with an individual's name, age, and brief history who perished during the Holocaust. The card does not simply list the dates of imprisonment or deportation but offers personal anecdotes which help foster a sense of connection with the holocaust victim.

Within this context, he addressed the issue of those who believe that the Holocaust was simply propaganda.

According to Berenbaum, Dwight Eisenhower and General Patton visited the remains of a concentration camp during the war. "After walking into a chamber, Patton excused himself and vomited outside. Eisenhower remained and stated, 'The soldiers who don't know what they are fighting for should now know what they are fighting against,'" he said.

Berenbaum also offered keen insights on the importance of listening to the survivors of the Holocaust. It is his goal and that of the Holocaust Museum to "never let the experiences and the words of the victims of the Holocaust fade away."

Michael Berenbaum, of the Holocaust Research Institute, Holocaust Museum in Washington D.C., spoke on "The Holocaust and Its Remembrance" at the CSC yesterday.

Keenan, Lewis hold multi-cultural weekend

By ZOE MARIN

Last year in the hallways of Keenan, some African American students were expressing their frustrations about the lack of cultural diversity at Notre Dame with their R.A. Ben Gonring late one night. The group decided that they should do something about it.

This was the birth of the Keenan and Lewis Multicultural weekend. The one day event was organized solely by the students of Keenan and Lewis without the help of any faculty or administrators. It included a small panel discussion with only students on the issues of race and diversity aimed specifically at Notre Dame.

"It was such a success last year that it led us to try to expand it this year," said senior David Reinke, who is in charge of the panel discussion last year. "This year's focus will celebrate difference."

Keenan will be kicking off tonight at 8 p.m. with a Tae Kwon Do block-breaking display followed by a hip hop dance party. The campus band Sabor Latino will also be appearing at 10:30 p.m. Reinke said the hip hop dance will be an alternative to the usual party scene which involves alcohol.

"Usually the party atmosphere centers around alcohol. We wanted a party atmosphere that would center around dancing," Reinke said.

While tonight's theme is focused on entertainment, Saturday's theme will consist of a diversity forum, resembling the panel discussion last year. In addition, Racism 101, a short film documenting the racial problems at the University of Michigan, will be shown at 8:15 p.m. followed by small group discussions.

"Everyone will have a chance to voice their opinion on a more intimate level," said Reinke.

Sunday's theme centers on the community, Reinke said. A mass will be given by Monk Malloy in the Keenan-Standford chapel at 4:30 p.m. A local gospel singer and Hispanic choir group Coro Primavera de nuestra Señora will be providing the music.

The weekend of events will be concluded at a Taste of Nations Diversity Dinner following the mass. However, Reinke said all of the 100 seats available are already filled.

This year, Reinke hopes to bring more diversity to the event.

"We'd like to reach out to people who don't normally get involved in these things," said Reinke.

Reinke is backed up by a committee of 20 volunteer members from Lewis and Keenan. According to Reinke, finding people to help out wasn't a problem.

"We hung up signs and found that a lot of people wanted to participate," said Reinke.

The event was funded mainly by the Lily Grant from the Office of Residence Life as well as $250 from the Hall Presidents Council and additional money from both Lewis and Keenan.

As far as Reinke's personal benefits from the event, "It's been really great being a part of putting this together. People have been really interested in this issue and have been great to work with."

Francesco's Welcomes all Notre Dame and St. Mary's Students

20% DISCOUNT on food Monday, April 25 - Thursday, April 28 256-1444

SPECIALIZING IN ITALIAN CUISINE Southern Italian Cooking at its Finest Prepared by Francesco and Family An Authentic Taste of Italy Most Romantic Place in South Bend and Mishawaka Hours Mon-Thu 4-10 Fri & Sat 4-11 Sun 20% DISCOUNT on food closed (except holiday) 1213 LincolnWay West (Fri & Sat) Mishawaka 20% DISCOUNT available are already filled. Francesco was chef at ND for 30 years)

Hertz Penske Truck Rental

Last Minute Trucking Needs

10% DISCOUNT (if you mention this ad)

Call either South Bend Location 277-0144 or 291-1414
Residents react to change
By JOHN LUCAS Managing Editor

Upon learning that their dorm would be converted into a new office tower for the Administration, Grace Hall residents reacted with a mix of sadness for the loss of dorm tradition and optimism for the chance to live in a new dorm.

“I wanted to come back here with my kids to show them where I lived,” said Charles Stich. “Now, I’ll be showing them an office building.”

Current freshman living in Grace will be affected most by the plan. Before their senior year, Grace Hall will close and the group will be moved together to a pair of new dorms.

Although some threatened to move off campus before they were forced out of Grace, other residents expressed interest in getting a chance to live in the new buildings.

“They are excited,” said freshman Chris Dominello. “In a new dorm, we’ll have a dorm unity we don’t have now. There will be more chances to get to know each other.”

Several residents discounted the idea that Grace lacks unity, explaining that floors and sections often become tighter knit than many normal dorms.

“Because the sections are laid out in a circle, it’s really kind of different,” freshman Brian Blank said. “Anyway, people are what really make the dorm.”

Residents were quick to stress that the change is very different from the conversion of Cavanaugh Hall. The time to prepare for the move and the group move to the new dorms are considered to be advantages.

“It’s really nothing like the Cavanaugh situation,” freshman Jeremy Heckmann said. “We’ll be moving into a smaller dorm where we’ll get a chance to know more people. We’re lucky that we’re not going to be separated.”

Other residents were less positive about the future change.

“I think the whole thing is ridiculous,” said freshman Mark Mikiciuk. “I don’t understand why they don’t build a whole other building for the administration rather than going through the trouble of moving us out and building two new dorms—economically, this doesn’t seem smart.”

Although the loss of the long-standing rivalry with Flanner Hall and the famous Number One on the roof will be likely casualties of the change, some residents are ready to begin a new tradition.

“We’re not far enough down the road to really know about the Grace tradition,” Blank said. “Now we’ll just have to build some more tradition transplanted into two different camps.”

In any case, Thursday’s announcement was a jolt to all residents involved.

“It’s kind a definite shock,” Blank said. “We’re still not sure which is worse—getting kicked out for the office or moving into a new dorm where we’ll get a chance to really know about each other.”

There will be a chance to live in the new dorms near South Quad to accommodate Grace residents.

Grace
continued from page 1
Grace Hall was constructed with a gift from J. Peter Grace, former member of the University’s Board of Trustees and recipient of the 1967 Laetare Medal, the University’s highest honor.

Attention Students!
We will wrap, pack, and ship your items!

Michiana Pack and Ship
715 West McKinley Mishawaka (East of Video Watch) 254-9260
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Currently home to 500 male students, Grace Hall will be converted to an administration building in 1995–96. Plans are underway for the construction of two new dorms near South Quad to accommodate Grace residents.

NASA
continued from page 1
and intends on using his research grant to bring his plans off the drawing board.

Traditionally, electrophoresis protein separation is a small scale analytical process. Leighton hopes his microgravity-based research will make possible the production of pure proteins in larger quantities at reasonable prices.

This new technique for separating proteins could be a boon for drug companies, Leighton said. A new method of isolating pure proteins would make the development of new drugs easier.

Leighton hopes to patent his research, but the patenting process can be a long one, he said.

“The problem with academic research is that it is very difficult to secure financial rights, because the new method must be in a fairly exact form before it can be patented,” said Leighton.

All of Leighton’s research will occur on campus.

“There probably is no benefit in conducting my research in drop-towers or KC-135 airplanes,” he said. All three professors saw their new research opportunities having little or no effect on their current teaching duties.

Varma noted that his research was more complementary to his teaching than interfering. McGinn and Varma plan on including several graduate and undergraduates in their research.

Varma, a native of India, joined the Notre Dame faculty in 1975 after earning advanced degrees from the Universities of New Brunswick and Minnesota. His research and teaching specialties include chemical and catalytic reaction engineering, kinetics and catalysis and mathematical modeling. He was named the College of Engineering’s outstanding teacher in 1990–91.

McGinn has long been associated with ND, earning his undergraduate, master’s and doctoral degrees here, before joining the faculty in 1987. In addition to his research activities, he teaches courses on materials processing, thin film processing and electronic packaging.

A member of the Notre Dame faculty since 1986, Leighton earned his bachelor’s degree in chemical engineering from Princeton University and his master’s and doctoral degrees from Stanford University.
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Residents involved.

“Armando’s Barber Shop
Baiju’s Chinese Restaurant and Carryout Baker’s Square Restaurants and Pie Shop Bonnie Doon Ice Cream Corporation Cactus Jack’s Mexican Grill Chili’s Grill and Bar The Country Harper Damon’s - The Place For Ribs Doc Pierce’s Restaurant Ehninger Florist Fannie May Candies Fazio’s Flowers By Stephen

The Development Phone Center gratefully acknowledges those who have supported its student caller incentive program.

Gloria Jean’s Gourmet Coffees Great Wall Chinese Restaurant Haneyori of Japan, Inc. Lacopo’s Pizzeria Martin’s Supermarket Noble Roman’s Pizza Old Country Buffet Osco Drug Store #421 Patricia Ann Florist Radio Shack - University Park Mall Rally’s Hamburgers United Limo, Inc. Wendy’s of Michiana
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Warrantless searches for drugs supported
By DAVE SKIDMORE
Associated Press

WASHINGTON

The Senate lent its support Thursday to a controversial Clinton administration policy that would subject public housing tenants to warrantless searches for illegal drugs.

Such searches, known as sweeps, were declared unconstitutional two weeks ago by a federal judge in Chicago who said they violated tenants' Fourth Amendment protection against unreasonable search and seizure.

On Saturday, President Clinton announced a new plan to make housing projects safer, which includes encouraging tenants to sign leases consenting in advance to surprise weapons searches, much as a standard lease allows maintenance inspections.

A non-binding resolution, offered by Senate Republican Leader Bob Dole of Kansas and adopted by voice vote, endorsed the policy. A condition, proposed by Sen. Paul Wellstone, D-Minn., was added saying tenants couldn't be denied housing for refusing to agree to a search clause in their lease.

However, Sen. Joseph Biden, chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee, warned that even that might be rejected by the Supreme Court because any waiver of constitutional rights must be freely given.

Senators disagree on Bosnia
By BARRY SCHWED
Associated Press

WASHINGTON

Senior senators tangled in opposite directions Thursday as the Clinton administration worked to forge a tougher policy on the desperate warfare in Bosnia.

Sen. Sam Nunn, chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee and an influential voice on military policy, said the United States and its allies must be willing to escalate military action against the Bosnian Serbs, even if American casualties result.

The West "should escalate all the way to Serbia if need be" to end the Yugoslav conflict, Nunn said.

Christopher went before a Senate subcommittee where he described the administration's efforts to persuade NATO allies to approve wider use of air power to protect Gorazde and five other Muslim enclaves.

"We could not persuade Sen. Ernest F. Hollings, D-S.C., the populist-style chairman, who took a stance in sharp contrast to Nunn's. Politely but skeptically, Hollings urged Christopher to apply "The Mother's Test" before committing U.S. warplanes to a wider conflict.

That is, Hollings said, the Clinton administration must provide a convincing response before a member of Congress could give to a mother who should a son or daughter die in combat in Bosnia.

"We are making a civil war an international war," Hollings said, brushing aside Christopher's assertion that "we are getting into Bosnia" to try to keep the war from spreading to Macedonia and Croatia.

They have in mind a Greater Serbia," Christopher said in an unusually strong indictment of Bosnian Serbs and their patrons in Belgrade.

Congress has been consulted regularly on Bosnia, Christopher said. But Hollings, who heads the Commerce Committee and is a member of the powerful Appropriations and Budget committees as well, was not mollified. "We haven't been asked," he said, "and we haven't asked the people."

From the opposite direction, Nunn, D-Ga., derided the Clinton administration's "pinprick attacks" last week against the Serbs.

"It's a little of both. On my part, it's hate," Sen. Joe Lieberman, a 45-year-old white electric re­pairman from West Columbia, said as he waited outside the Statehouse for the hearing's start. "I don't like blacks."

Competing proposals to re­solve the dispute include letting the public vote on flying the flag, flying the Black Liberation Flag along with the battle flag or flying the flag only in April as part of a Confederate history month.

The hearing was called by Sen. Glenn McConnell, a white Charleston Republican who supports keeping it aloft, to gauge public opinion.

Scores of police stood side by side as a crowd of more than 100, waiting to get into the hearing room, traded harbs.

The only incident during the hearing's early moments occurred when Senate security escorted a man out of the hearing room after he stood up and tried to speak out of order. The man, John Hill, said he was a "citizen of the South Carolina Save the Flag Committee."

James Felder, a black former state legislator, urged lawmak­ers to find a compromise. "I'm accusing you of perpetuating the sins of a past generation," he said.

Racism sparked over Confederate battle flag
By ROBERT TANNER
Associated Press

COLUMBIA, S.C.

With the Confederate battle flag waving in the sun atop the Statehouse, blacks and whites squared off Thursday over the legacy of the Civil War and civil rights and the searing emotions the banner calls forth.

South Carolina is the last state to fly the flag above its state Capitol. The Legislature first approved flying it 32 years ago, during the heat of the nation's civil rights unrest.

The banner remains part of the state flags of Georgia and Mississippi. Georgians Gov. Zell Miller tried to change that state's flag last year, but the Legislature refused.

Even before the start of a legis­lative hearing about whether to take the flag down from the South Carolina Statehouse, tempers flared.

A black man, dressed in chains and threatening to burn the flag, was taunted by whites and told to return to Africa. Jerome Smalls returned the taunts.

"This flag stands for murder­ing babies and children! This flag stands for bombing churches!" shouted Smalls, a black activist from Charleston.

"We've given you everything you've asked for! We're tired of it!" replied Betty Platt, a white woman.

Supporters in South Carolina's Legislature say the flag is a symbol of Confederate heritage. Opponents say it is a symbol of hatred, racism and slavery.

"It's a little of both. On my part, it's hate," Sen. Lois, a 45-year-old white electric re­pairman from West Columbia, said as he waited outside the Statehouse for the hearing's start. "I don't like blacks."

Competing proposals to re­solve the dispute include letting the public vote on flying the flag, flying the Black Liberation Flag along with the battle flag or flying the flag only in April as part of a Confederate history month.

The hearing was called by Sen. Glenn McConnell, a white Charleston Republican who supports keeping it aloft, to gauge public opinion.

Scores of police stood side by side as a crowd of more than 100, waiting to get into the hearing room, traded harbs.

The only incident during the hearing's early moments occurred when Senate security escorted a man out of the hearing room after he stood up and tried to speak out of order. The man, John Hill, said he was a "citizen of the South Carolina Save the Flag Committee."

James Felder, a black former state legislator, urged lawmak­ers to find a compromise. "I'm accusing you of perpetuating the sins of a past generation," he said.

Audition for READERS
for Baccalaureate &
Seniors' Last Visit to the Grotto

Tuesday & Wednesday, April 26 & 27
at 4:00 pm
at the Basilica of the Sacred Heart
CONGRATULATIONS

to the recipients of the
1994 Graduate School Awards

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AWARDS

were established in 1990 to recognize superior academic achievement and research accomplishment of a graduating student in each of the Graduate School’s four divisions.

HUMANITIES

Eric Watkins, Ph.D., Philosophy
Dissertation Director:
Karl Ameriks, Professor of Philosophy

SOCIAL SCIENCES

Tetsushi Fujimoto, Ph.D., Sociology
Dissertation Director:
Jennifer L. Glass, Associate Professor of Sociology

SCIENCE

Jietai Yu, Ph.D., Mathematics
Dissertation Director:
Juan C. Migliore, Associate Professor of Mathematics

ENGINEERING

Roger J. Hilarides, Jr., Ph.D.,
Civil Engineering and Geological Sciences
Dissertation Director:
Kimberly A. Gray, Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering and Geological Sciences
Food labeling challenged

By JIM DRINKARD
Associated Press

WASHINGTON

It's been four years since Congress passed the law requiring improved nutritional information on food packages, but Jack Lewis is still lobbying feverishly.

Over the last week he's worked the phones, made a pitch to a key congressional staff member, had a lunch and organized a campaign to get food packagers to send telegrams to Capitol Hill.

None of the work has anything to do with altering the legislation — that window of opportunity has long since passed.

Instead, Lewis is trying to get lawmakers to press federal regulators to allow food makers to use up to 10 percent of their raw ingredients in food labeling.

Specifically, Lewis wants the Food and Drug Administration to allow food packagers to call out on their labels how much sugar, fat, sodium, cholesterol and calories a serving of their food contributes.

If, "you might as well flush the money down the toilet," said Lewis, a former Senate aide. "It is wasteful, and it is unnecessary."

The FDA, which wrote the new rules and is responsible for enforcing them, has taken a hard line, saying the food packing industry had ample time to meet the deadline.

"It's a matter of equity," said Ed Scarborough, FDA's top food labeling official. "A lot of companies have spent time and money meeting the deadlines."

By Washington standards the issue is small. The administration campaign offers a glimpse into the low-profile work that goes on behind the scenes of how to regulate bureaucrats to serve their clients' interests.

Lewis and his group's lawyers initially made their pitch to the FDA. But on Monday, their entreaties were rejected in a telephone call from Michael Taylor, the agency's deputy commissioner for policy.

But Republicans questioned how to pay for it and warned that the liberal Labor panel risked becoming "irrelevant" as other committees looked for ways to scale down the Clinton package rather than expand it.

Even as the debate opened in Labor, Rep. John Dingell, D-Mich., chairman of the Energy and Commerce Committee, floated a new compromise with fresh concessions exempting small businesses with up to 10 employees entirely from the tax requirement to pay for health insurance.

Democrats would require small businesses with 11 to 20 employees to pay a payroll tax of 1 to 2 percent of their employee health insurance costs.

"If Clinton's proposal stands on its own, it would require all employers to buy insurance and contribute 80 percent of the premiums that would provide subsidies for small businesses."

Dingell's offer wasn't enough to persuade Rep. Jim Slattery, D-Kan., a swing vote on Energy and Commerce. "They have not been able to present me with an employee mandate that is workable, politically acceptable, and politically achievable," said Slattery, who is running for governor of Kansas.
Rakow continued from page 1

patrolling off campus locations. "A number of schools are entering into partnerships with the community to police off campus areas highly populated by students," he said. But Ellis said that most campus crime is committed by the students themselves.

"Most are not marauders from off-campus," he said, "but 90 percent of all crime on campus can be attributed to students." Campus escort services have been extremely effective in reducing a real crime deal, according to Rakow. But prevention is impossible unless crimes are reported.

Mr. Clery said she had seen a campus that reported only two or three rapes during a year, while school's the rape crisis center had seen about 140 women.

It's part of the big dodge," said Mr. Clery. By working through the center, rapes are sometimes never brought to the attention of the directors or security, he said.

"We need to tell people that they need to report this," said Mrs. Clery.

But despite the presence of crime at universities, Rakow said that the campus environment is still safer.

"There are problems on campuses," said Rakow. "Serious crime has risen. Look at colleges and universities in comparison to the environment they are located in. The campus is a safer environment.

The efforts of the IACLEA and the government have provided $14 million in grants for prevention of campus crime, he said.

IACLEA aids campus security

By JOHN RICE
Associated Press

HAVANA Luis Manuel Martinez fled Havana the day Fidel Castro marched in. Within months, he was training in the jungle in humanitarian work, throwing the revolutionary leaders back.

He is back 35 years later talking of a conference on the problems of 1 million Cubans abroad and the Caribbean island's own woes.

The Conference on the Nation and Emigration, which begins Friday, marks a major effort by President Castro's Communist government to court the exiles it long spurned as "worms" but now hopes will provide economic and political backing.

"I have not stopped being an anti-Castro," Martinez said Thursday. "I did not renounce my ideas." But he said he has "adjusted to reality."

"After 35 years, the problem... is not at the same point as it was when I began my exile in 1959," he said.

By some estimates, more than $200 million in cash and goods already flows into Cuba from exiles abroad, money the island desperately needs to help it survive the loss of billions of dollars in trade and aid from the now-fallen Soviet bloc.

Foreign Minister Roberto Robaina told Cuban TV that the island could not survive the loss of billions of dollars in trade and aid from the now-fallen Soviet bloc.

The radical group Alpha 66 has denounced the meeting as a propaganda event for Castro. The radical group Alpha 66 warned without elaboration that participants would be "military targets."

Many participants seek democratic reforms for Cuba, but say they will not press them strongly at this conference, which is focused on immigration. "It is very important because the unification of families is very important," said Maria Teri Vichot, a publicist from Miami who is a member of the moderate Cuban Committee for Democracy.

IACLEA aids campus security

Prevention of campus crime is the major goal of the International Association of Campus Law Enforcement Administrators (IACLEA), according to President Rex Bakow, who is also director of Notre Dame Security/Police.

IACLEA provides training for campus law enforcement agencies, organizes major issues affecting these agencies and is a forum for discussion and ideas on how to deal with these topics, Rakow said. This includes the publication of journals, and informational booklets, as well as the development of campus law enforcement organizations and the provision of administrative support.

IACLEA has 1,200 members from colleges and universities throughout the world.

"We work with a lot of other associations to be the voice of campus law enforcement," said Bakow. IACLEA holds an annual conference to discuss issues and express opinions on what is happening, including future topics and trends. "Violent crime has certainly come to the forefront of the most pressing issues. Murder, rape, robbery, burglary, larceny—those areas are the ones we are most concerned about," Bakow said.

Campuses are required to report all violent crime, but not the more common, non-violent crimes.

"The largest problem on almost any campus in the country is theft. It is the largest category of campus crime, but it is not required to be reported under federal regulations," Bakow said.

The Student Right to Know and Campus Security Act requires campuses to report violent crime and was lobbied for heavily by IACLEA. This law was proposed after the brutal rape and murder of Jeanne Clery at Lehigh University in Pennsylvania in 1986. Her parents lobbied for and passed legislation in Pennsylvania requiring campuses to report all violent crime. After success in Pennsylvania and other states, it became federal law.

The future plans of IACLEA will include building relationships with the important issues regarding campus security and law enforcement directors and creating directors "an exchange of ideas," said Rakow. Bakow is currently serving a one-year term as president of IACLEA, as part of an elected four-year rotation.

Former foes gather in Havana to talk, not fight

By JOSEPH RICE Associated Press

HAVANA Luis Manuel Martinez fled Havana the day Fidel Castro marched in. Within months, he was training in the jungle in humanitarian work, throwing the revolutionary leaders back.

He is back 35 years later talking of a conference on the problems of 1 million Cubans abroad and the Caribbean island's own woes.

The Conference on the Nation and Emigration, which begins Friday, marks a major effort by President Castro's Communist government to court the exiles it long spurned as "worms" but now hopes will provide economic and political backing.

"I have not stopped being an anti-Castro," Martinez said Thursday. "I did not renounce my ideas." But he said he has "adjusted to reality.

"After 35 years, the problem... is not at the same point as it was when I began my exile in 1959," he said.

By some estimates, more than $200 million in cash and goods already flows into Cuba from exiles abroad, money the island desperately needs to help it survive the loss of billions of dollars in trade and aid from the now-fallen Soviet bloc.

Foreign Minister Roberto Robaina told Cuban TV that the island could not survive the loss of billions of dollars in trade and aid from the now-fallen Soviet bloc.

The radical group Alpha 66 has denounced the meeting as a propaganda event for Castro. The radical group Alpha 66 warned without elaboration that participants would be "military targets."

Many participants seek democratic reforms for Cuba, but say they will not press them strongly at this conference, which is focused on immigration. "It is very important because the unification of families is very important," said Maria Teri Vichot, a publicist from Miami who is a member of the moderate Cuban Committee for Democracy.

She and others said they would pressure Cuba about granting visas and letting Cubans abroad invest in the island — something still banned for those living in the United States, however. Cuba has already eased many travel restrictions and many participants reported making earlier trips to Cuba.

Hard-line exile groups have denounced the meeting as a propaganda event for Castro. The radical group Alpha 66 warned without elaboration that participants would be "military targets."

Many participants seek democratic reforms for Cuba, but say they will not press them strongly at this conference, which is focused on immigration. "It is very important because the unification of families is very important," said Maria Teri Vichot, a publicist from Miami who is a member of the moderate Cuban Committee for Democracy.

"It is the main goal of the revolution," she said.

"At a moment of crisis... we understand that above the differences... what is at stake is the nation and the people of Cuba," Lesnick said. "We hope that Cuba will not fall into a war... a genealogical crisis.

Jorge Dominguez, a Cuban-American expert for the Inter-American Dialogue in Washington, D.C., noted this week that speakers at the meeting included such government and Cuban Communist Party heavyweights as Robaina, parliament Speaker Alarcon, culture czar Abel Prieto and chief economic planner Cardet. He said the long-term significance of the meeting would depend on whether the government indicates it is willing to hold other meetings on broader topics and ease travel restrictions.
**Right-wing leader says no to elections**

**Rumors rampant as date approaches**

**By DONNA BRYSON**

Johannesburg — A pro-apartheid leader has quashed hopes Thursday that he would join the white right-wing into South Africa's elections, and Zulu nationalist Mangosuthu Buthelezi made his campaign debut after ending his election boycott.

Buthelezi said he had dropped his opposition to the election to end the violence. Fighting between supporters of the African National Congress, the black party, and Buthelezi's Inkatha Freedom Party have left 100 people dead a week.

South African security officials said the violence abated soon after Buthelezi announced that Inkatha would take part in the election in this month's elections.

We know what we want for our country. But Conservative leader F.W. de Klerk's National Party was providing cover to blacks containing invisible ink that would stick to their hands. When the unwinding blacks show up at the polls, the ink would be detected by ultraviolet light and they would be barred from voting.

Holomisa made this claim at an election rally, and led the crowd in chanting: "Away with the purdah of the Boers (whites). We will not attend their meetings."

In truth, all voters' hands will be dipped in invisible ink when they go to the polls, to prevent them from voting again. But purdah plays no role in this measure to prevent vote fraud.

The most widespread fear is that their votes won't be secret.

Some South African blacks consult witch doctors about these fears of mythical creatures like genies. It's said the genies might slip into a voting booth, determine the vote and tell political rivals, who could attack the voter.

Olomisa, a popular ANC official and the leader of the Transkei black homelands, has offered perhaps the weakest test.

But he claimed President F.W. de Klerk's National Party was providing cover to blacks containing invisible ink that would stick to their hands. When the unwinding blacks show up at the polls, the ink would be detected by ultraviolet light and they would be barred from voting.

Holomisa made this claim at an election rally, and led the crowd in chanting: "Away with the purdah of the Boers (whites). We will not attend their meetings."

In truth, all voters' hands will be dipped in invisible ink when they go to the polls, to prevent them from voting again. But purdah plays no role in this measure to prevent vote fraud.

The most widespread fear is that their votes won't be secret.

Some South African blacks consult witch doctors about these fears of mythical creatures like genies. It's said the genies might slip into a voting booth, determine the vote and tell political rivals, who could attack the voter.

Olomisa, a popular ANC official and the leader of the Transkei black homelands, has offered perhaps the weakest test.

But he claimed President F.W. de Klerk's National Party was providing cover to blacks containing invisible ink that would stick to their hands. When the unwinding blacks show up at the polls, the ink would be detected by ultraviolet light and they would be barred from voting.

Holomisa made this claim at an election rally, and led the crowd in chanting: "Away with the purdah of the Boers (whites). We will not attend their meetings."

In truth, all voters' hands will be dipped in invisible ink when they go to the polls, to prevent them from voting again. But purdah plays no role in this measure to prevent vote fraud.

The most widespread fear is that their votes won't be secret.

Some South African blacks consult witch doctors about these fears of mythical creatures like genies. It's said the genies might slip into a voting booth, determine the vote and tell political rivals, who could attack the voter.

Olomisa, a popular ANC official and the leader of the Transkei black homelands, has offered perhaps the weakest test.

But he claimed President F.W. de Klerk's National Party was providing cover to blacks containing invisible ink that would stick to their hands. When the unwinding blacks show up at the polls, the ink would be detected by ultraviolet light and they would be barred from voting.

Holomisa made this claim at an election rally, and led the crowd in chanting: "Away with the purdah of the Boers (whites). We will not attend their meetings."

In truth, all voters' hands will be dipped in invisible ink when they go to the polls, to prevent them from voting again. But purdah plays no role in this measure to prevent vote fraud.

The most widespread fear is that their votes won't be secret.
WASHINGTON

Japan and Germany may need to do more to lift their economies out of recession, U.S. officials said Thursday, as they made preparations for a key meeting of global economic leaders.

In some of his most pointed comments to date, Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen took specific aim at Japan. It is critical, he said, that Japan reduce its record trade surpluses that have served to impede growth in the United States and other industrial countries.

"It's essential, over the longer run, for Japan to help lead global recovery rather than impede it," Bentsen said.

"Japan can't rely on the U.S. market, nor other foreign markets, to boost its economy. It must have its own sustainable, demand-led growth."

While Japan earlier this year came forward with an economic stimulus program aimed at ending a recession, the Clinton administration has complained that it did not go far enough and was aimed at boosting consumer demand rather than at fostering faster economic growth.

On Germany, which is also suffering a severe recession, Bentsen said he welcomed recent interest rate cuts by Germany's central bank but overreacted to signs of faster economic growth and said he hoped that the trend would decline in coming months.

The G-7 meeting is being held in advance of the annual spring meetings of the 178-nation International Monetary Fund and its sister organization, the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development.

Bentsen, who briefed reporters Thursday on the two-day conference, said the meeting Sunday afternoon with Russian Finance Minister Yegor Svyatko's top economic team to receive information on Russia's economic reform program.

Under that program, Russia is making plans to cut its budget deficit and cut inflation from 37 percent a month by the end of the year. Based on those commitments, the IMF on Tuesday set an overall target for the Russian Federation's annual budget deficit at 5 percent of GDP by 1995.

But Bentsen and IMF Managing DirectorIMF Managing Director Camdessus both praised Russia on Thursday for getting its tax reform back on track. Camdessus predicted that Russia could qualify for an additional $4 billion in credits in 1994 if it kept up its reform efforts perhaps by the end of this year.
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the surveys which you have recently received addressing students' perceptions of Notre Dame's Catholic Character.

Dear Editor:

was explained in the letter accompanying the survey, the issue of Notre Dame's Catholic Character.

though, up until this point in time, students have not been active participants in these conversations.

UNfortunately, though, up until this point in time, students have not been active participants in these conversations.

was explained in the letter accompanying the survey, the issue of Notre Dame's Catholic Character and its impact on faculty hiring, student life and other related areas have sparked widespread controversy and debate among the administration and faculty throughout the academic school year. Unfortunately though, up until this point in time, students have not been active participants in these conversations.

The Board of Trustees has recognized the relative absence of a student voice and as a result, we need student response. Only with input can we provide the trustees with the accurate and credible information that they need to decide how to accommodate the real desires that ND students have regarding their Catholic experience.

To those of you who have already completed and returned your survey, we want to thank you and let you know how much we appreciate your contribution. Anyone who has not yet done so, please take the time to fill it out. Today and tomorrow will be the final collection days and we truly want to include your opinions in our final report. Again we truly thank you for helping us in this effort to introduce a student voice into the dialogue surrounding the impact which Notre Dame's Catholic character has on student life.

CATHY MILLER
Board of Trustees
Report Committee on Catholic Character

DOONESBURY

DOESN'T IT MAKE YOU HURT TO HEAR, SIMONE WEIL?

GARRY TRUDEAU QUOTE OF THE DAY

Christmas in April a success

2400 students and community residents volunteer

Dear Editor:

We write to thank you students, faculty and staff of Notre Dame, Saint Mary's, and Holy Cross College, who helped make Christmas in April 1994 a great success. On Saturday April 16, nearly 1400 students joined with over 1000 community volunteers to make Christmas in April in a reality for residents of South Bend's southeast neighborhood.

Everyone worked side-by-side to clean up and repair 43 homes, three churches, and two community centers.

Work varied for each site throughout the neighborhood, as roofs, windows, doors, floors and ceilings were repaired or replaced. The homes were cleaned and painted inside and out. In some homes, furnaces, plumbing and wiring were replaced or fixed. Flowers were planted, trees were trimmed and lawns were raked. As a result of this work, the homes of elderly, disabled and low-income residents were made safer, drier, and more comfortable.

We are also grateful for the financial support received from individual students, the Hall President's Council of Notre Dame, Student Government, and all other departments on our campuses.

Volunteers with Christmas in April did more than repair homes—they helped to build a stronger community. People from diverse backgrounds worked together and became friends. In this way, we have all benefited from this wonderful program. Thank you so very much for your generosity!

MARTY OGREN
Chair, Christmas in April Committee

PHILIP JOHNSON
Chair, Christmas in April Committee

GARY SHUMAKER
Vice President, Christmas in April Board of Managers
The Breeders (4AD)
Various Artists (K)
Enigma (virgin)
Ronny Jordan (island)

JUSTIN'S TOP 20

joints, is nutrition. A nutritionist, and is within walking distance of a physician of internal medicine. The restaurant is located at 1809 South Bend Avenue, within walking distance of the university. Bai-Ju's owners feel that the difference between their food and other Chinese establishments is a "healthy alternative to the usual late night Chinese fast food joints.

Bai-Ju's also offers delivery service to the Notre Dame and Saint Mary's campuses. The quick service starts at 4:30 p.m. with a minimum order of $10. All greeting services are available for parties and banquets.

The restaurant is open 7 days a week, Mon.-Thurs. 11 a.m. to 10 p.m., Fri. and Sat. 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. and Sat. and Sun. 12 p.m. to 10 p.m. The big pans are cooking up a storm of culinary delights at Bai-Ju's Express.

The restaurant is named after the restaurant's owner, a physician of internal medicine, and a nutritionist, and is within walking distance of the university. Bai-Ju's owners feel that the difference between their food and other Chinese establishments is a "healthy alternative to the usual late night Chinese fast food joints.

Bai-Ju's also offers delivery service to the Notre Dame and Saint Mary's campuses. The quick service starts at 4:30 p.m. with a minimum order of $10. All greeting services are available for parties and banquets.

The restaurant is open 7 days a week, Mon.-Thurs. 11 a.m. to 10 p.m., Fri. and Sat. 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. and Sat. and Sun. 12 p.m. to 10 p.m. The big pans are cooking up a storm of culinary delights at Bai-Ju's Express.

The quick service starts at 4:30 p.m. with a minimum order of $10. All greeting services are available for parties and banquets.

The restaurant is open 7 days a week, Mon.-Thurs. 11 a.m. to 10 p.m., Fri. and Sat. 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. and Sat. and Sun. 12 p.m. to 10 p.m. The big pans are cooking up a storm of culinary delights at Bai-Ju's Express.

The quick service starts at 4:30 p.m. with a minimum order of $10. All greeting services are available for parties and banquets.

The restaurant is open 7 days a week, Mon.-Thurs. 11 a.m. to 10 p.m., Fri. and Sat. 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. and Sat. and Sun. 12 p.m. to 10 p.m. The big pans are cooking up a storm of culinary delights at Bai-Ju's Express.
Woody Allen as a help in time of trouble

Father Robert Griffin

comes naturally with bits and pieces of Woody Allen's irreverence. He starts out his movie with a story of two women summering in a resort on the French Riviera. One says to the other: "Have you noticed how bad the food here is?"

The other replies, "Sure. And have you noticed how small the servings are?" Woody comments: Life is like that: as an affair to remember, it's full of grief; but does it have to be over so quick?

Woody Allen (plays the schlemiel). Tevey, in Fiddler is just as much a schlemiel as a poor milkman, his cow goes dry. He has five daughters in need of dowries; the first of them to marry chooses the impoverished instead of the rich butcher. Still, Tevey doesn't lose his faith: the Man in the Universe Who could have made him wealthy, even when his sheets are burned by the Cossacks. Because he stays true to his Russian heritage. Tevey of the sorrows is indestructible. Woody Allen's schlemiel lacks a religious faith, but he survives on one-liners: "Not only is there something in me that's not a plumber on the weekend. If he exists, He's basically an under- 

fisherman."

Near to the hour of the sun- 

set and evening star, I find that it's not inappropriate to bluff my way through the fear that

maybe all this should be interpreted as a compliment. The metaphor showing how unfilled the schlemiel really is, from failing to follow the path- 

way of his heart's desire. The Catholic seminaries used to have to weed out the fellow who was there, not because he felt that he had a vocation, but because he was trying to please his mother, who prayed to have her son a priest. In Woody Allen's world, schlemiels have been given up in their dream of becoming comics doing gigs on the Tonight show. In order to become the brain surgeons their parents wanted to raise.

The greatest song hit among American males is Frank Sinatra belting out, "I did it My Way." A piece in last week's New Yorker mentions that John Wayne Gacy, Chicago's notorious serial killer appears to have had more than any other famous person a single-minded concentration on being a true champion. This Quality of the "Century" captures the contemporary spirit. It is offered unmounted or dry mounted and custom framed using a metal frame which has an etched finish of the same Victory Blue hue as the caption on the lithograph.

Remember as it was the past, as on November 13, 1963 when the Irish overcame the "Team of the Century", is being offered by photographer Kurt Vonnegut as a testament not only to this game, but also to the great games of the past and as a standard for the "Century" games yet to come. And in games yet to come, "THE CENTURY" CHAMPIONS WIN THEM!

Mail Orders:
All items are shipped UPS. Please add $5.00 per address for handling and insurance. Additional charges may apply for some large, fragile or heavy items. Call for details.

"Students, don't leave campus without it!"
**No criminal charges for Miller, Graham**

*By RON LESKO Special to The Observer*

**SOUTH BEND, Ind.**

There will be no criminal charges against two Notre Dame football players found with stolen merchandise in their off-campus apartment, the county prosecutor said Thursday.

Tracy Graham and Michael Miller have been cleared in the January thefts of a television and video-game recorder recovered in a downtown apartment where they were living April 8, 1994.

St. Joseph County Prosecutor Michael Barnes said there was insufficient evidence to link Graham and Miller to thefts, or to charge them with receiving stolen property.

"We are declining formal prosecution not because of who Michael Miller and Tracy Graham are, but because the lack of evidence and the entire context of this matter falls woefully short of having genuine probative value," Barnes said in a news release.

Among the factors Barnes cited was a lack of cooperation from sources who originally informed police the stolen items were in the apartment.

Graham has said a female student went to campus police after they argued about their relationship.

Both players maintain their innocence once Notre Dame police found the stolen items. Neither player has practiced with the team since then.

Coach Lou Holtz said Thursday he is waiting for the university to complete its investigation before deciding whether to dismiss Graham and Miller, both of whom will be seniors in the fall, will remain on the team.

The university is handling the case as a student disciplinary matter, and a decision is unlikely before school ends in May.

---

**SPRING HAT FLING!**

**The largest selection of ND hats in the UNIVERSE!**

*SORIN ROOM*

in the LaFortune Student Center

**Two Days Only!**

Friday, April 22

11am to 7pm

Saturday, April 23

9am to 8pm

---

**Irish have future in NFL**

By GEORGE DOHRMANN Sportswriter

It's the National Football League's candy store—a place full of sweets with everybody wanting more.

The 1994 NFL Draft opens Sunday in New York with 14 Notre Dame players eligible, and all hoping that some team sees them as the cure for a sweet tooth.

This year's selection process won't have as much an Irish flavor as 1993. Last year, six Notre Dame players were selected in the first two rounds, whereas Burris and Dawson are mid to late second round picks.

Burriss is the top-rated safety in the 1993 Draft and a unanimous all-rookie pick. Taylor favors a return to California and the Rams may oblige him with the fifth pick. Arizona's Buddy Ryan has openly praised Taylor and will grab him if he falls to No. 10.

Bryant Young: Seattle loves Young with the No. 8 pick and the Wales-paid-for humongous Cortez Kennedy. His stock depends on San Adams. If teams lean toward the Texas A&M lineman, Young may slip a few slots. Indianapolis may take him No. 7. In case Steve Emtman can't recover from knee surgery, Jeff Burris: A number of teams like Burris' versatility and leadership. The former Irish captain played cornerback and both safety slots during his career. Team's rarely spend a top pick on a player who lacks eye catching computer numbers, so Burris falls a bit. Look for Cleveland (No. 39) or Minnesota (No. 43) or nab Burris. Lake Dawson: A slow 40 time at the scouting combine and a good crop of wideouts pushed Dawson down a round. There were early rumors that New Orleans like Dawson with the 14th pick but it looks more like Chicago picking No. 38 or the Saints at No. 48.

Tim Covington: Teams like his prospect are drooling over his speed and ability as a return man. Bereich: His prospects are in trouble. He has yet to prove his worth in training camp as a free agent.

John Covington: Teams like his athleticism but feel he will need a year or two to learn the intricacies of coverage at the pro level. The sixth round is likely for Covington.

Todd Norman: A super slow 4.6 time puts Scott, Clark, Emtman out of range. Like Dawson with his skills. He projects in the fourth to fifth rounds. Flanigan's lack of size a downfall. Like Clark is prospects are in the fourth to fifth rounds.

Irish players Greg Lane, Clint Johnson, Pete Bharicch and Dean Lytle are all seen as free agent types by most teams. Lytle's speed and size give him a chance of fitting in the late rounds.

Irish players Greg Lane, Clint Johnson, Pete Bharicch and Dean Lytle are all seen as free agent types by most teams. Lytle's speed and size give him a chance of fitting in the late rounds but his inability to find a niche at Notre Dame raises some questions. Some teams feel he could play tight end at the pros, making an adjustment much like Ethan Horton. Johnson may get selected because of his blazing speed and ability as a return man. Bharicch's stock has dropped because of his lack of speed, but a thin crop of inside linebackers leaves the door open. Lane will have to prove his worth in training camp as a free agent.

ESPN will televise Thursday's two opening rounds at 2 pm. The final five rounds will be carried by ESPN on Monday beginning at 1 pm.
continued from page 24

out of its rhythm. Surprisingly, though, Ebony was the team thrown off by a scrappy C.C.E squad that refused to be intimi­dated and took the game at the taller, more athletic Ebony.

The relentless pressure and fouling tactics of C.C.E caused the desired effect, as Ebony center Oliver Gibson snagged at crucial points during the game. Gibson took exception to the constant harassment and reaching of C.C.E, once slapping one of his opponents and another time throwing the ball after a stoppage in play, both times earning a costly technical. After the game ended, Gib­son also got into a shouting match with one of the Zi­olkowski brothers from C.C.E.

"Oliver is a hothead," said Ebony's Conrad James. "They know how to get him out of his game and get the technicals."

"We understood each of their games and how to upset them," explained C.C.E's Keith Zi­olkowski. "Nothing happened after the game that wasn't go­ing on during the game.

"We realize what's on the court stays on the court, and if they understand that every­thing's fine," Ziolkowski said. "Conrad called after the game to apologize, and I thought that was a really class move."

Gibson's hysterics were main­ly a result of the full court pressure applied by C.C.E which frustrated the-usually attacking Ebony squad. With the twins Keith and Brian Ziolkowski at the top of the 2-2-1, C.C.E ran off a string of steals and layups in the second half to improve upon their 11-5 halftime lead.

"We didn't think they'd expect a press," said Zil­okowski.

Ebony rallied behind the shooting of Owen Smith, who nailed three straight jumpers from 15-feet, and the penetra­tion of guard Martin Owen Smith, who scored two easy baskets and drew a charge to seal the victory, Showtime

"The second half belonged to Bob Baxter. When Sudden Death tightened its defensive pressure, the 4-6 forward took Ross outside, pouring in five 15-foot jumpers. "Bob was a man on a mission tonight," said Brown. "We tried to wear down Ross with fouling tactics paid off

"We didn't think they'd expect a press," said Zi­olkowski.

Ebony rallied behind the shooting of Owen Smith, who nailed three straightjumpers from 15-feet, and the penetra­tion of guard Martin Owen Smith, who scored two easy baskets and drew a charge to keep Ebony close. However, the free throw shooting could prove to be Ebony's Achilles' heel, as C.C.E's fouling tactics paid off when Ebony could not convert on numerous trips to the charity strips. C.C.E's opponent in the Elite Eight will be Showtime, guar­anteeing a Cinderella in the Final Four.

Showtime, a group of over­looked sophomores from Stan­ford Hall, proved that you don't need a marquis name to suc­ceed at Bookstore, out-playing the more celebrated Jon Ross and Ben Fos.

Led by a balanced three guard attack, Showtime jump shooters Travis Brown, Jason Hanley, and Jeff Enes caught fire in the first half, coming off screens to rain down jumpers. Enes was especially effective in the first half, beating his man off the dribble to either shoot his patented jumper or dish to a cutting teammate.

"The key today was patience," stated Brown. "We took good shots and didn't turn it over."

The second half belonged to Bob Baxter. When Sudden Death tightened its defensive pressure, the 4-6 forward took Ross outside, pouring in five 15-foot jumpers. "Bob was a man on a mission tonight," said Brown. "We tried to wear down Ross with fouling tactics paid off
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No. 1 HEADBANGERS vs. No. 8 REBEL TICKETS
DISCOVER, VISA, MASTERCARD
Final TTHE ADULTS TICKETS • $3 CAMPUS COMMUNITIES • SENIOR CITIZENS • $3

Winningham, relies on an open jumper. "Hoosier" Burstein. His size puts pressure on Headbangers as the number one seed," said Sinn. "They're not invincible."

The young Kloskas squad counts Majestic's size with ease while Jeff and Mike Kloska are money from beyond the outside. "We're happy with where we are," said Ward. "If we keep playing tough 'D' we can compete with anybody. You never know, because strange things can happen."

According to Steve Madden and Dan Orie is small compared Showtime's, but they proved to be tough opponents against his team. He missed the whole sequence to tell me that I didn't call a foul on them, they're missing the point of competition."

I heard something interesting from the crowd as the game wore on over time. Besides the obvious jeers about being blown out and why didn't use my whistle more often, I heard some comments about my clothes and my looks and the way I ran. One thing that I re­member somebody yelling was, "Where did they find you? Go back to the library."

At one point, after I had sig­naled Hot Grits ball, a player from Belmont came down the court and stood next to me while his team operated on our half court and stood next to me. The players talked smack to one an­other and a large amount of criticism was directed my way.

I enjoyed officiating, but I hated the crowd. It's fine to go out to cheer on friends, when a person makes a referee the focal point, they're missing the point of competition."

I heard something interesting from the crowd as the game wore on over time. Besides the obvious jeers about being blown out and why didn't use my whistle more often, I heard some comments about my clothes and my looks and the way I ran. One thing that I re­member somebody yelling was, "Where did they find you? Go back to the library."

At one point, after I had sig­naled Hot Grits ball, a player from Belmont came down the court and stood next to me while his team operated on off­ense. The player mentioned that he was a psychology major and he could help me out with my subconscious feelings.

The road to Stepan runs through Bookstore

By TIM SEYMOUR AND DOMINIC AMOROSA

No. 1 HEADBANGERS vs. No. 8 REBEL ALLIANCE Head Commissioner Andy Sinn calls this game the "Battle of the Bots." Headbangers fea­tures Bobby Taylor, Brian Hamilton, and Oscar McBride, but Alliance counters with Pat Keane, Bryan Corbett and Brian McCarthy. This game will be won in the paint, smart basketball becomes the topic.

"We know it will be a tough game," said Headbanger player Brian Hamilton. "They like to press and create some trouble, but we have some surprise." Alliance presents the first real matchup problems for Headbangers. Keane's size and Corbett's inability to bang the boards will counter McBride and Hamilton.

"It will be a little different game for us," said Joe Bergan, a member of Alliance. "They're bigger and quicker, so we must attack their press."

Bobby Taylor's ability to penetrate the lane and wipe the offensive glass will put pressure on Alliance guards Jeff Goddard and McCarthy. "There's a lot more pressure on Headbangers as the number one seed," said Sinn. "They're not invincible."

This matchup guarantees that a sleeper will take the role of party crasher at the Final Four, as two explosive and fundamentally sound at­oms dual for the final spot.

Unlike the other games, nei­ther side has a huge advantage in any aspect. Majestic can play two different styles, but prefers to use its inside ability while Jeff and Mike Kloska are money from beyond the outside. "It's only a basketball game, and just because a call doesn't favor your team doesn't mean you need to be re­fereed out to get you or anybody else.

One of the most important things I can give a referee is to get very familiar with the games yesterday, I felt a big soft spot in my heart for the referees because I noticed that the fans and players were more interested in focusing on their calls. The criticism of the refs ran rampant, but anybody who thinks they lost a game yester­day because of an official's call needs to relax a lot.

Before heckling a referee this weekend as Bookstore Basketball XIII comes to a close, think about how you would call a game in front of a big crowd consisting of your peers. Even though the final four will be officiated by Indiana high school referees, I'm sure they have feelings too.

All students interested in working on TRANSFER ORIENTATION COMMITTEE come to an organizational meeting TUESDAY, APRIL 26 DOOLEY ROOM 8:00 PM
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Senior Sports

The Irish returned to form with 10 runs in the bottom of the second inning en route to a 15-1 victory over Valparaiso last night at Eck Stadium. While Notre Dame (23-8) got hits from just about everybody, the Crusaders were lacking in offensive output with only two hits in the game.

Ryan Topham broke the scoreless tie with his fifth home run of the year, a three-run blast just inside the right field foul pole. It was the second time this week that the right- fielder had homered in his first at bat in a game. "I'm just going up and making sure I'm loose. There's no secret," said Topham. "I'm just trying to hit the ball hard."

Three consecutive singles from Matt Haas, Dennis Twombly and Greg Layson added another run when Haas slid under the tag at home.

Scott Sollman, back in the lineup after missing three games with a knee injury, slapped a two-run triple into the hole. Sollman's triple was the end for Valparaiso starter Bryan Kru- elle.

His replacement, Jeff Doll, didn't fare much better. He walked Robbie Kent, Birk and Topham to load the bases. Kent came home on a wild pitch, and Birk and Topham both crossed the plate when Javier Fuentes singled into left field.

The Irish picked up three more runs in the sixth inning when George Rostovich lifted a 10-pitch over the right field fence for a three-run homer to give Notre Dame a 13-0 lead. The Crusaders avoided a shutout in the top of the sev- enth when Irish pitcher Rich Saugi hit the first two batters. After a 3-4 choice put runners on the corners for Jeff Conrad.

Conrad hit a groundout and then left the game on the corners, but Ryan Moratti scored easily.

In the eighth, Notre Dame scored two more runs on sacrifice flies from Randall Brooks and Fuentes to raise the lead to 15-1.

Freshman Darin Schmalz started the game and pitched four shutout innings allowing only two hits while striking out five and walking two.

Four other Irish pitchers, Greg Henekey, Saugi, Paul Prybie and A.J. Jones, shared the relief duties and held the Crusaders hitless as Murphy worked each about an inning.

"I know the kind of people they are. They're competitors. If you give them anything, they'll take advantage of it," said Irish first baseman Robbie Kent who is from Evansville and has played with and against several members of the team in the past.

Being from Evansville doesn't make the game any different for Kent. "I've got to look at it as another game. I'd like to do well against them because last year I went down there and didn't do well, and they're another MCC opponent. We've got to bear down," said Kent.

The Irish will be looking for Kent, who has a hit in 26 of the 30 games he has played, to hit well and especially improve his defense against several members of the Evansville offense.

"I've got to look at it as another game. The Irish are just trying to hit the ball and give Evansville a good game," said Murphy. "They do a good job and they have nothing to lose," said Kobata. "It's very good very good pitching and we've beaten them in three straight final (MCC tournament) games so it's a pretty good rivalry."}

Baseball looking to slam rival Aces

By JENNY MARTEN
Senior Sports Writer

When Notre Dame and Evansville meet on a baseball field, the game usually turns into a battle.

In the last three years, the Irish have faced the Aces in the championship game of the Midwesto College Conference tournament and have won each of the past two years. Last year, Evansville won two of three from the Irish beating Notre Dame's two winnigest pitchers, Tom Price and Chris Michaelak.

Although Evansville's 16-21 overall record is unimpressive, the Aces are 5-5 in the MCC and have beat Georgia, Purdue and Western Kentucky.

Pat Murphy is expecting the Aces to come to Eck Stadium ready to play this weekend.

"Evansville will always play Notre Dame tough. They do a good job and they have nothing to lose," said Kobata. Murphy said Evansville has the offensive to beat the Irish. "Anytime you give them anything you're in trouble."

"The Irish will be looking for Kent, who has a hit in 26 of the 30 games he has played, to hit well and especially improve his defense against several members of the team in the past."

Being from Evansville doesn't make the game any different for Kent. "I've got to look at it as another game. I'd like to do well against them because last year I went down there and didn't do well, and they're another MCC opponent. We've got to bear down," said Kent.

The Irish will be looking for Kent, who has a hit in 26 of the 30 games he has played, to hit well and especially improve his defense against several members of the Evansville offense.

"I've got to look at it as another game. The Irish are just trying to hit the ball and give Evansville a good game," said Murphy. "They do a good job and they have nothing to lose," said Kobata. "It's very good very good pitching and we've beaten them in three straight final (MCC tournament) games so it's a pretty good rivalry."

"Evansville will bring several hitters. Ryan Brownlee leads the team with a .336 average. Paul Prybie is second in the regulars and behind with a .302 mark. Evansville is also capable of hit- ting the long ball with Mike Zywicki, Jason Irsmseck and Hank Wheeler, boasting three home runs for the year."

On the mound, Evansville is also strong with a team earned run average of 4.36. Four pitchers have records above .500 including Kyle Bitter (5-4), Andy Nolting (7-2-6), Kurt Kimball (2-2, 4.50) and Chris Heffron (2-1, 7.36).

"I know the kind of people they are. They're competitors. If you give them anything, they'll take advantage of it," said Irish first baseman Robbie Kent who is from Evansville and has played with and against several members of the team in the past.

Being from Evansville doesn't make the game any different for Kent. "I've got to look at it as another game. I'd like to do well against them because last year I went down there and didn't do well, and they're another MCC opponent. We've got to bear down," said Kent.

The Irish will be looking for Kent, who has a hit in 26 of the 30 games he has played, to hit well and especially improve his defense against several members of the Evansville offense.

"I've got to look at it as another game. The Irish are just trying to hit the ball and give Evansville a good game," said Murphy. "They do a good job and they have nothing to lose," said Kobata. Murphy said Evansville has the offensive to beat the Irish. "Anytime you give them anything you're in trouble."

"The Irish will be looking for Kent, who has a hit in 26 of the 30 games he has played, to hit well and especially improve his defense against several members of the team in the past."

Being from Evansville doesn't make the game any different for Kent. "I've got to look at it as another game. I'd like to do well against them because last year I went down there and didn't do well, and they're another MCC opponent. We've got to bear down," said Kent.

The Irish will be looking for Kent, who has a hit in 26 of the 30 games he has played, to hit well and especially improve his defense against several members of the Evansville offense.

"I've got to look at it as another game. The Irish are just trying to hit the ball and give Evansville a good game," said Murphy. "They do a good job and they have nothing to lose," said Kobata. Murphy said Evansville has the offensive to beat the Irish. "Anytime you give them anything you're in trouble."

"The Irish will be looking for Kent, who has a hit in 26 of the 30 games he has played, to hit well and especially improve his defense against several members of the team in the past."

Being from Evansville doesn't make the game any different for Kent. "I've got to look at it as another game. I'd like to do well against them because last year I went down there and didn't do well, and they're another MCC opponent. We've got to bear down," said Kent.

The Irish will be looking for Kent, who has a hit in 26 of the 30 games he has played, to hit well and especially improve his defense against several members of the team in the past. 
Women near final

by MEGAN McGRAUTH
Sports Writer

The Bookstore Basketball Tournament is filled with legendary players like veteran Lou Nanni and teams like Tequila White Lightning.

The Women's Bookstore Tournament has its share of legends, too, and they will be on display this weekend in the women's final four.

Defending champion Anthony Travel, led by last year's MVP Kris Winningham and teams like Norine Kris Ervin and Kris Winningham and teams like Tequila White Lightning.

Winningham and teams like Norine Kris Winningham and teams like Tequila White Lightning.

Lou Nanni and this year's legends, too and they will be on display this weekend in the women's final four.

Travel, led by last year's women's final four.
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Mosley steps into bigger, better role

By TIM SHERMAN
Sports Writer

The responsibilities and expectations placed upon Emmett Mosley this spring have been rather overwhelming. Mike Miller's absence from practice has meant a shift from his tailback position of last year to working at flanker this spring and probably into the fall. Not only has this meant increased playing time for the sophomore, it has meant increased pressure.

Mosley is expected to step into Miller's spot as the kick returner as well as the primary option on one of Coach Lou Holtz's pet plays, the middle screen. These facets of the game are often undervalued, but for Notre Dame, they are vital.

All this added attention may have an adverse effect on someone who saw the field for just one play last year (a carry against Boston College), but not Mosley. He has been the picture, and often the voice, of confidence.

"You have to have confidence," said the 5'9", 180 lb Mosley. "It's very important, especially here at Notre Dame. There is so much talent and depth so you have to feel you can get the job done."

So far this spring, Mosley has indeed gotten the job done. He has earned a start at flanker for the Gold squad in tomorrow's Blue and Gold game. "I'm ready for it," commented the speedy Aurora, CO., native. "I've been looking forward to this ever since I signed my letter of intent to come here. I feel we're ready for it. We're pretty well prepared. We had a good day of offense the last practice. We finally jelled and got our timing."

Timing was something that was not on Mosley's side last season. After spending the majority of the season working with the scout team, he finally saw action in a game—just one play. Not enough to learn from, but just enough to cost him a year of eligibility.

Mosley does not appear to be bitter.

"To be honest, last year was frustrating," he said. "But it was definitely helpful. I learned a lot, especially from guys like Lake (Dawson) and Clint (Johnson). I needed to learn before I became involved."

Along with backing up Charles Stafford at flanker, Mosley will be key on the special teams.

"Right now, I'm running back kicks. I plan on carrying on the tradition of Notre Dame's return game. I just want to do whatever I can to help the team."

We'll see what whatever is tomorrow.

If Mike Miller does not return next year, Mosley's role will increase.

ATTENTION SENIORS

Senior Month Tickets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event/Time</th>
<th>Date on Sale</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4/27 Eventboat Gambling</td>
<td>4/15 9:00pm</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/29 Tom Dulcey</td>
<td>4/15 8:00pm</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/6 Cactus Jack's</td>
<td>4/16 10:00-11:30am</td>
<td>$8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/7 Dunes Trip</td>
<td>4/22 9:00am-10:30am</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/7 Freddy Jones Band</td>
<td>4/23 9:00pm</td>
<td>$9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/7 Sierra Breeze</td>
<td>4/24 10:00-4:00pm</td>
<td>$9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/9 Ceder Point</td>
<td>4/25 7:00pm</td>
<td>$7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/10 Chicago White Sox Excursion</td>
<td>4/26 4:00pm</td>
<td>$8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/11 Cass Craves</td>
<td>4/27 5:00pm</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/12 Golf Outing</td>
<td>4/28 10:00am-1:30pm</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/10 Cass May Trip to Grotto</td>
<td>4/29 9:00pm</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/12 TourS</td>
<td>4/30 9:00am-1:30pm</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/13 Graduation Dance</td>
<td>5/1 9:00pm-1:30pm</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$10.00 per couple, $10.00 per person

If you are interested in attending any of the above events, please contact the attention desk at 72-1000.

WE DELIVER!

Faculty!
Show her she's appreciated with flowers from

Linda's Flower Market
1635 Edison Road South Bend, IN
(across from The Linebacker)

(219)272-0902

all major credit cards accepted
Tom Krug, who has seen the team will be Wade Smith, who most time out of any other quarterback will be freshman Powlus quarterback this spring.

"You just don't stick your head out the back kitchen door, give a holler and get many like him," Holtz said. "You can tell he's not your average player."

One may think that allowing your quarterback to throw but not to put him in a game situation does no good at all, but just get outting on the field is enough for Powlus. "I'm glad I'm practicing this spring," he said. "I've learned a tremendous amount so far. I have a good grasp on offense and a chance to get everything down. If I didn't play this spring, I'd feel like I had a big disadvantage."

The freshman has made great strides this spring, and even without being hit by the defense, Powlus has earned the respect of his teammates. "I think you learn something about an individual every time you put him in a situation, and I thought he responded very well," Holtz said of putting his quarterback into Tuesday's team scrimmage. "But the most encouraging thing was the way the players rallied around him."

Of course, in order to earn team's respect, the freshman has had to deal with Holtz's perfectionist attitude and flaring temper. "He has to yell, he's a coach," Powlus said. "It's his job. It's not that bad."

With all those things going for him, one might wonder why Powlus ever wants to get knocked around by all those mean defenders. "He's only had a little bit of football in the last two years," Holtz continued. "The only thing I worry about is how much frustration he has experienced in his life."

"There are some positives that will come out of it," Powlus said. Like being able to wear a snazzy gold jersey, for one thing.
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"I've thought he responded very well," Holtz said of putting his quarterback into Tuesday's team scrimmage. "But the most encouraging thing was the way the players rallied around him."

The most pleasant surprise of the spring has been Jeremy Ziegler, who both saw playing time in crucial situations last year. "The Gold team will be looking to run left behind guard Mark Zatavsky and freshman tackle Chris Covington."

"The most even distribution of talent between the two teams occurs at the linebacker and running back positions. The Gold team will start first teamers Lee Becton and Marc Edwards in the backfield, and Justin Goheen and Bert Berry on defense."

Heading up the Blue squad secondary are free safety Bobby Taylor and cornerback LaRon Moore, who have also been practicing with the first team defense during spring practice.

"Krug's main targets for the Blue team will be the speedy receivers Okei Champion and Charlie Stafford. They will be covered by the Gold squad's Brian Magee at cornerback and Travis Davis at strong safety. Davis and Magee both been on the top of the depth charts all spring."

"The most even distribution of talent between the two teams occurs at the linebacker and running back positions. The Gold team will start first teamers Lee Becton and Marc Edwards in the backfield, and Justin Goheen and Bert Berry on defense."

Starting for the Blue team are Ray Zellers and Randy Kinder at running back, and Renaldo Wynn and Jeremy Sample at linebacker. The "most pleasant surprise of the spring has been Jeremy Sample," Holtz said earlier this spring.

The head coach for the Blue team will be quarterback coach Tom Clements, while defensive tackle coach Mike Trgovac will lead the Gold team. Freshman Ron Powlus will play sparingly with both teams in tomorrow's scrimmage.
Snyder uses intelligence to help team succeed

By TIM SHERMAN
Sports Writer

On paper, Notre Dame's Robbie Snyder does not appear to have the attributes of a great lacrosse player. The senior stands just 5'7" and weighs close to 200 pounds. His forty times are, by no means, impressive. "I'm no speed demon, that's for sure," admits Snyder.

Fortunately for Snyder and his team, the game is not played on paper. It's played on grass (or nowadays, turf). It is here where Snyder's strengths are apparent, simply ask teams like Butler and Air Force, against who the game is not played on paper. It's Snyder who gets the best out of his opponents. "I feel I play with some intelligence. I concentrate on off-ball play and the bottom line is how to beat the goalies."

But surely, at this level, smarts alone is not enough that he'll find a way to help us win," said Corrigan. "Our offense is not set up for just him and Randy (Colley, the team's second leading scorer behind Snyder). When they score, that just means the team is playing well. As a matter of fact, Snyder goes out of his way to praise his teammates, especially Colley. "I play with a great group of guys. Everyone is working hard and no one cares who scores. It's a total team effort. Thus far, Randy and myself have been the ones who have benefited. Really, one of the main reasons for my success, has been Randy. I play off him. Teams have to pay attention to him and I just take advantage and stick some in. When I score, it means everyone is doing their job. As long as we're playing well, I'm happy. I'm not concerned with the point race or any other stuff like that."

If he were, he would find that he is fourth among the all-time leading Irish scorers with 135 points. Among those 135, 93 of them are goals, which places him fourth all-time.

Still, there is a giant void in the senior's career. "I want to win a (NCAA tournament) game," he said bluntly. "I don't care if I don't score for the rest of the year as long as we win."

With this unselfish will to win, combined with intelligence and hard work, you never know who the Irish can surprise. And that's something you can't look at on paper.

Record to fall against OSU

By TIM SHERMAN
Sports Writer

Tomorrow's Notre Dame lacrosse game against Ohio St., may go down in the books as the day Randy Colley broke the all-time Irish point record. But right now, the Irish only see it as a chance to take one step closer to an NCAA tournament berth.

Colley is just three points away from breaking Mike Sullivan's record of 185 career points. It is a safe bet that Colley will break the record. He is averaging more than four points per game through Notre Dame's first nine (41 points). It is an equally safe bet that the Irish will achieve their pre-eminent goal of coming out victorious. "I play with a great group of guys. Everyone is working hard and no one cares who scores. It's a total team effort."

Knowing they have to win their final two games, the Irish have clearly stepped up their game, against who the game is not played on paper.
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Have fun today, whether you're bungee running, sumo wrestling, gyro-ing, getting tattoos, or rearranging your dismembered barbie dolls so that they spell out your favorite state capital's theme song. Don't forget to check out tonight's campus bands, among other things. All this and more brought to you by SUB. You're welcome.

Gleep! Sunsets. Jasper Savoyaki. uh, Bill.
SPORTS

And then there were eight

JOCK STRIP

Blow the whistle on the fans

Bookstore basketball is played for many reasons. Some teams play for fun, others to exercise, and some play very hard in order to win. When playing hard, tempers sometimes begin to flare and the intensity level rises. Subsequently, authority figures must step into the fray to defuse certain situations. In the case of Bookstore, there are commissioners in their new blue jackets, and there are student referees.

I had the chance to be a referee for two games played earlier this week. The commissioners advertised for the referee positions in The Observer for a week leading up to the Round of 64. Whenever I saw the ad mentioned in the Sports Briefs, I always said that I would never do it no matter how much they paid me. Well, I did two games and I'll receive 16 dollars for it.

Good as Gold

Ron Powlus is ready to take a hit

When I rebroke my collarbone, coach Holtz told me that he wanted me to wait until August to take hits," Powlus said. "I'm ready to get in there and take some hits, but I understand that there have to be some precautions." Despite his caution, Holtz has made a decision to give his freshman a taste of a Notre Dame football game. Powlus will play four series in tomorrow’s scrimmage, two per half for both the Blue and Gold squads.

Ron Powlus will be easy to spot in tomorrow’s Blue-Gold Game. He’ll be playing for both squads and wearing a bright gold jersey.

Powlus has been dressed in gold all spring, marking the quarterback as an off limits target for the defense. "It's tough playing football without being hit," Powlus commented. "It doesn't even really feel like I'm playing."

Powlus injured his collarbone at a scrimmage during the fall and sat out the entire 1993-94 season. This was after he had practically earned the starting role over Kevin McDougall.

A recurrence of this injury midway through the season convinced Irish head coach Lou Holtz to hold his freshman back until fall practice begins.

If there were any doubts that Bookstore is treated as more than an average pickup basketball tournament, yesterday's events should eliminate them.

A standing ovation, numerous fights, a near ejection, and the toppling of two giants highlighted the 'Sweet 16' of Bookstore XXIII.

Court 5 proved to be the setting for upheaval, as No. 12 Showtime knocked off No. 5 Sudden Death 21-17, followed soon after by an upset of even greater magnitude, as No. 13 C.C.E stunned No. 4 Ebony Side of the Dome 21-17.

The contest between C.C.E and Ebony was a classic example of one team taking another...